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I . Abstract:

The preparation and compositions of Gd-substituted Ba2Na~~~b50lS

is discussed. The properties tmder study included the lattice

uarameters, density, linear thennal expansion, dielectric constaI1t,

microstructure, and electrical conductivity. Some of the measuring

setups are described and discussed. From the linear thermal ex-

nm15ion data, nhase trCUlsitions \'lere shown in these niohate sanm1es.

An armroach, ,.,rhich related empirical factors of cations with the

ferroelectric transition temperatures, is included in the Apnendix.

II. Discussion:

A. Objective

The ohjective of this ~rogram is to study the die1ectri.c

properties of ceramic mixed crystals (solid solutions) containinQ"

barium sodium niobate Ba2NaNbS01S;to correlate the "intrinsic"

dielectric uroperties with the chemical cOITIPositions; to correlate

the "extrinsic" dielectric l1ronerties Nith the c~osition and the

microstructure of the sa.mples; and to devise armronriate mem1Sto

imnrove the dielectric prorerties.

This study den~rts from the usua1 nractices of isostructural

substitutions in nrenarinq the mixed crystals. COJ1ID1Onnractices

suhsti tute a cation A by another cation B, \\'here A and B have the

same ionic charge and the ionic sizes of A and B differ by less th:m

15%. Sudl nractices have the advantage of maintaining: tl-:.e crvstal

structure of t.n1substituted cOJ'mot.n1d. But, they tend to obscure the

intrinsic l1ronerties due to cation suhstitution from the extrinsic
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pronerties of the samples, as the former effect becomes either

equal to or less than the latter effect. l11is study takes a

drastic ~ath in selecting a substituting cation which is different

both in its ionic size and ionic charge fFom the substituted

cation. '[he substituting cation sryecies, selected for initial

study, is gado,linium Cd, a.t1dit is used to substitute for barium.

Ba, or sodiUl!l Na, or both. Soditun is monovalent, barium is

di-valent, and C~ is trivalent. 111eir ionic sizes arc 0.98 R

0.99 R, and 1.43 ft for Na+, Gd3+ and BaZ+, respectively. It is

therefore obvious that the Cd substitution Nill provide sip,-

nificant differences from BaZNaJ.'JbS01S.Furthennore, the sub-

stituted cations, either Ba, or Na, or both, Hill nroduce some

differences too. Using this approach, it is thought that ''Ie can,

first of all, deal only ,.Iith the "intrinsic" nronerties brou,?:ht

about by the r,d substitution. TIlose "extrinsic" pronerties such

as ~ain size eff,jct~ norosit) effecte1:c. , ~"hich are the results

of sarnole preparation, are at present studied jn a secondary role.

There are infinite combinations of Gd suhstitution to

BaZNaNbS01S. We first limit ourselves to one strong constraint,

namely, 0.1 moles of cations in Ba2NaNbS013are substituted in

each case.

We then limit ourselves to six ways of substitution. They

are:
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No Cornnosition

°

4

5
6

BaZNaNbS015

Bal.9r~O.lNal.ONbsOls.Os

BaZ.OGdO.1NaO.9~~SOlS.10

Ba1.9sGdO.1NaO.9SNbsOls.07s

13

14

15

Bal.9GdO.OsNal.05~~)SOls

BaZ.oGdO.0334NaO.9 NbSOlS

Bal. 9sGdO.osNao. 95NbSOlS

In all these ccmpositions, the chemical formulae given are

the theoretical or ideal formulae. The actual comoositions may

contain either cation vacancies or oxygen vacancies or both.

However, from the ideal formulae, the compositions Nos. 4,5 and 6

represent nonstoidliometric conmositions. In them, the mole

munher for the total cations remains the same, i. e., 3. Because

of the different valence for.c'd as for Ba or Na, the mole number

of oxvgen must therefore deviate frolT' i ts ori~ina1 number, i. e, IS.

On the other hand, the cOJW1Ositions (.Jos. 13,14 and 15 renresent

stoichiometric conmositions. 'I11CYare made accordinlJ to the strong

constraint. (The conmosition No. 13 violated this rule, houever).

B. Samole nre~arations:

Hawmaterials used in this study are: BaC03 (rea!tent grade,

Fisher), NaZC03 (rea~nt ~radc, Fisher), f:dZ03 (American Potash

code 929.9), and 1'-11)Z05(Kewacki, ontical grade). Each batch was
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about 20 grams in wei ght . ~!ixing of ra,., materials \'las done by

hand with an agate mortar and pestle. t1ethyl alchol \\Tasused

as the mixing and grinding medium. Drying "Jas done ,,,ith an

infrared lamp. Pellets of 1 inch diameter and 1/4 inch height

were pressed from the dried pO\'lders. They weighed about 10

grams eadI. The pellets were placed on a 10 mil platinum

foil and dried in a glohar resistance heating furnace in am-

bient atmosphere. TIle furnnc:e ,,,as controlled by a proportional

temperature controller (Temn-Tendor, APT) to i-rithin tSE. Pcllets

werc placed into the furnace belm., 100e. The furnace reached

l2000C in about 24 hours. 1'le nellets were maintaincd at

1210° tSOC for 16 to 18 hours. After which, the po."er '-laS
°

turned off, and the pellets ,.,rere furnace-cooled to about lOt) C

in about 10 hours. 11le fired nellets '''ere crushed by hand to

pONders. X-ray diffraction rtmS ,'[cre made on the pmvder sanm1es

to insure conm1ete chemical reactions. I f the x -ray results in-

dicatcd incamn1ete reactions, a re-firing of the pm<lders in pe1-

1ct fOIm ",as made. In most cases, single firing '-TaSsufficient.

For samples used in physical measurements, they,",cre cold-

pressed in a Carver laboratory press. A 1/2" die N'as used. l1Ie

samples \-.rere then fired in the same firing and cooling schedule as

the first firing. Fired samples, after fine mechanical polishings,

were used for dielectric and electrical conductivity measurements.

TIle samples used for dilatometer were cut from the pellets into sizes
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a detectibili ty in t.L/Lo of 0.3 x 10-4 . At the nresent time,

we are still in the process of ascertaining ,,,hich of these changes

are truly phase transition behaviors. On the other hand, as

ShOlIDin Appendix B, the linear thennal expansion curves of

ferri te sample did not shO\'1sharp changes in slope, therefore, they

are definately not due to snurious resnonses of the dilatometer.

We can only identify the temperature region5 ,,,here the

slope change behaviors occurred. They are as fo1101'1s:

Composition No.

°

4

5

(:

The ferroelectric Curie temperature Tc of Ba2NaNbSOlS

(composition No." 0) was reported to be 560°C (L.G. Van Uitert

et aI, ~1at. Res. Bull. l, 47 (1968)). These behaviors are being

carefully studied currently.

3. Dielectric constant

A General P~dio type l620-A capacitance-measurin~ assew)ly,

to~ethE'r Ivith a General Padio Dielectric Samnle Holder, was used

Slope changing regions

310° - 330°C. 510° - 540°C;,
540 - 570°C. 570° - 600°C,

220° - 250°C' ° °, 430 - 460 c;
540° - 570°C

310° - 350°C. 420° - 450°C;,
520° - 550°C

220° - 240°C: 430° - 460°C;
53'='0 - 5700r:
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1000oC. A plot of In a vs. lIT for sample No. B-0-3, un-

substituted BaZNaNbSOlS' is shO\'1I1as Figure 14, where a is

the conductivity. The activation energies \\'ere fOlmd tobe

0 00 ° °
.51 eV beb~een 600 -300 C, 1.14 e" beb~een 300 -425 C, and

0.79 ev bebveen 160°-300°C, respectively. It is interesting

to note that in the temperature regions \vhich we reported. -

changes of slopes in the linear thennal expansion curves,

there are also changes of slopes in the conductivity curves.

These regions are marked with arrO\"lS in Figure 14.

Tests \rill be conducted at different partial oxygen

pressures in order to establish the intrinsic region of the

electronic conduction. From it, we C3I1learn about the non-

stoichiometries of our samples.

D. Related activities:

1. Presented talks

A talk, entitled ''Empirical Factors for Calculations of

.the Ferroelectric Transition Temperatures of TUngsten Bronze

Tyoe Niobatesll, was presented before the meetings of the American

Physical Society, Hard1, 1969.

A talk, entitled ''Elastic ~bdu1i of Binary Composites",

\AlaSpresented hefore the meetings of the American Ceramic

Society, Hay, 1969.

The abstracts of both talks are included in f\.1)nendixC.
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The first paper established empirical factors for cations.

By the use of these factors, a ferroelectric transition temp-

erature can be calculated and it agrees reasonably with the

known experimental data. In this present study of cation

substi tutions, this approach will eliminate the need of

studying the canpositional effect of any substituting cation.

In other words, there is no need to study the effect of Gd

substi tutions in tems of 0.1 roles, 0.2 moles substitutions,

and so on. Moreover, the preferential site substitutions and

the local structural distortions can be detected when the

effects are significant.

The second paper deals with the pore or second phase

distributions in ceramic samples and their effects on elastic

moduli of the samples. A statistical approach is adopted

which gives good a~ement with experiments. As this approach

is easily adapted to magnetic permeability and dielectric per-

mittivity, this study will rely on it to include some of the

"extrinsize" properties of the samples into the data analysis.

2. Submitted papers

A paper, entitled "Empirical Factors for Calculation of

the Ferroelectric Transition Temperatures of Tungsten Bronze

Type Niobates", is submitted to the Philosophical Hagazine for

publication. A copy of the text is included in Appendix D.
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III. Future Plans:

A. Wewill continue the study of Gelsubstitutions into

B. Wewill also study the effect of Cr substitutions into

C. We,'lill continue the study based on these properties:

1. Lattice parameters
2. Density
3. ~ficrC)structure

4. Linear thermal expansion
5. Dielectriccconstant

6. Electrical conductivity

D. Wehave initiated an electron microprobe analysis of the

niobate samples. Weplan to use this approach for the fol-

lowing features:

1. The chemical hOmogeneity of the ceramic s3J!1Pleas prepared.

2. The honogene i ty of Gd, or other cation, substi tutirns

in the sample.

E. ''Ie plan'to make some correlations beuveen the cation sub-

stitutions from the structural vie'~oint '1ith tlleir dielectric

properties.
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,. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Figure (1) shows a block diagram of the.entire ex~

perimental setup. The const~uction of the !urnac~ an~
dilatometer will be discussed in detail in the next section.

The,variac is used to supply a variable power source

to the furnace. This variac has.a voltage of 0-140 volts

and a curren~ capacity of 10 amps.(See Appendix A for a

complete list of instruments, and-.specifications) ~ A time

proportional controller is inserted in the ,setup between

the variac and the wall outlet to control the inside fur-

nace temperature through the use of t~ermocouple #2. The

time proportional controller can be preset ,to a'given

temperature at which the,furnace is desired to remain.

When this tempera~ure is reached, the controller cuts off

the power to the var~ac. .As the furnace begins to fall

below the preset temperature the power is restored to the

var~ac. In this manner, the time proportional controller

maintains a constan~ temperature inside the furnace.

l \I 01

DEMoOVLAT()t

O\lt\,OMETER

M \lUVOlT

RE(o~OE~
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A useful feature of the controller is that it can also

be used to increase or decrease the furnace temperature at

a specified rate. For our purposes, however, we will not

be taking advantage of this feature at this time. Further

experiments using this setup may prove interesting.

The furnace is of tubular ceramic type. It was de-

signed to give a constant temperature range over a sample

about ~rt long and 1/8" in diameter. The design and con-

struction of.the furnace is djscussed fully in the next

section.

An Easterline Angus temperature recorder with a scal~

reading from 0-2000oF is used to record the temperature inside

the furnace. A chromel-alumel thermocouple is positioned

next to the sample and the leads extend down and out the

bottom of the furnace and over to t~e temperature recorder.

The cold junction temperature is assumed to be at room

temperature. .

--The dilatometer is positioned in the furnace such that

the sample is approximately in'the center of the furnace.

The copper core of the LVDT is connected to the pushrod of

the dilatometer (see Design of Apparatus: Dilatometer for

complete diagrams of the dilatometer-LVDT core assembly):

and expansion of th~ sample causes the copper core to move

through the transformer. which cause~an AC signal to be
transmitted to the LVDT demodulator. ~rom the demodulator

a DC signal is sent to the millivolt recorder. In this

manner we would have a reading of v millivolts. From a

calibration of millivolts/inch (see section on calibration)

a simple calculation would tell us how much sample ha$

expanded. Taking the data simultaneously from the milli--

volt recorder and the temperature recorder would give us

a plot of expansion vs. temperature.
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Itt the ~op portion of the coil the,ma~netic field induced by
the current flow'is in the direction of arrow 1. In th~

'lowe~ portion o~ the coil the magnetic field is in the
direction ~ndicated by arrow 2. These two fields will tend

to'cancel each other and in this manner willtgive a non-

inductive coi:~... From power ;elationships:,
, P=EI=E/R

For our coil the resistance was mwasured to be,20 ohms.

Substit~ting this value into the,pow~r formulast"" '"

, P~E/R=(110J/(20)~(1.21XI04volts2)i(20ohms)=.6xlojwatta,

.'6 x 103 watts .is stil13a .r.e~onable power ~onsuIQption as
'compared to the .5 x 10 watts we had calculated previously

in the final plan of the experiment.",

P=EI ,

,I=P/E~.6xl03watts/llO ~01ts~.45 ~ps

5.45(10:,the amperage requirement is satisfied.

Kenthalwire has a resist~ce ot 8000hms/cir mill/~t. for

#18 gauge Kenthal wire::1624 cir. mills~

800/1624=.493 ohms/ft.

20 ohms/~493=41.0 ft.
C=2U"R

R=l"

- Cj:2~6. 28"

(12in. /ft. ) (41..0ft. )'=492"

(8-turns/in)(6.28)=50.21ftused per inch of core.

492J50.~=9.8"

ThisJlength is the amount of core covered by the Kenthal

wire turns. This is reasonable for our furnace since when

we were winding the wire on the 12" l~ng alU:mina core we

left appromixately }2"! at both ends and 1" in the middle to

anchor the wire windings se?urely to the core and for leads

to extend out.(see flBuildingthe Furnace").

. Calculate the heat loss for the'furnace

--pea.tloss =211k¥(T-TL)L/2.3 10g(D/d)
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. .

k~ thermal conductivity ~f insulation=.005watts/sq.in/in./0,

Tic surface te~perature
L~ lengthof core /

D= outside diameter of furnace

Q= 'insidediameter of core

Heat'loss= 2 (.005)(650)(12.2'5)/2.3 10g(6.5/1.5J'

= (6.28)(.005)(~50)().2.25)/(203)(.64) .
'C (4.25)(5xlO-3)(6~5xl02)(1.225xlO}/(1.47)

= (4.25)(5xlO-3)(6.5xl02)(1.225xlO)

= 170 watts

_~or our own design we had estimated a heat loss of 200 wa:tts.o

The heat loss for this:furnace of 170 watts indicates that
, .

this was a somewhat better design. The following is a com-

parison between the parameters of our first design and the.:

actual,furnace as it is ready for th~ experiment:

-D
d
L,
k
h.1.

Design

i 6..3"
. 2"

11.":
.005

200 watts

Actual Furnace

6.5"
1.5"

12.25":
.005

" 170 watts

.
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DILATOr-tETER /
"

The dilatometer was built for us by the glass shop ~t

Brook~aven Laboratory with a few minor modifications to our

our original specifications. The pushrod was mad~ out o~ a

tube...of fused. silica:. rather than a ro.d... This. proved to; be;

an advantage. later on when w~used~the adapter (made.by the

machine shop J .to connect the pushrod..to the copper core 0-

Instead of using fused silica b€ads to keep the pushrod

alignadt fuse&.silica rings were slipped.over the pushro~

and attached to it at various points. (see figure (3)-).

The adapter was attach~d to the.pushrod. by he~ting the end.o~.

the pushrod.with a.soldering iron and allowing melted wax.

t6~ diffuse.: into the pushrod.,. The adapter was; t.hen inserted.

into the pushrod.a~d the wax allowed to harden~ The copp-er

core c:ouI~ then be.: screwed,. on.and off when necessary.,
The; dilatometer is constructed of fused.silica. Fused

silica melts at 12000K which will necessitate careful

operation of the furnace but it also has:the advantage of

having a low coefficient of linear expansion (5..4xIQ:-7loC

from Materials Handb.ook)...This:. is. o.f importance since the;

dilatometer will also be expanding with the sample under

study..
t ,

The dilatometer consists.of a fused.silica.tube 1/2 in
t , . .

ddameter and 10 ]ong~ This tube is:closed.at one end

which formsja base for thesampl"e to stand on.. At this

sam~end is an opening in the side of the tube which permits

the sample to be inserted. A fused silica pushrod extends

from the top of the sampIe up through the tube to the open

end~at which it is. attached to: t~e. copper. core. of the LVDT., , , ,
The pushrod.. is 10 1/2 long and 1/8 in diameter.. It is.

o£ th~ sam~ diameter. as the sample s~ that the forces of

expansion of the sample are.distributed eyenly over the pushrod.
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BUILDING THE FURNACE

Although we have already a section covering the design

of the furnace, we feel that a separate section should be; .

devoted to the actual building process and techniques used

in the construction of the furnace.

We were.fortunate to be able to acquire a second hand

furnace from which we made use of the outer case and the

insulation. An Alumina core 12" long and.with 0.D.=2" &Ild

I.D.=l}2" was readily available and we decided to use this

although it was not pregrooved.(We had planned to use the

original core but we found it beyond repair when we un-

.wound the old wire). Winding the Kenthal wire on an un-

grooved core successfully proved to be almost impossible.

To alleviate this condition, we cut grooves in the alumina

~ore, spaced 8 to:an inch(see figure 4a).

The Kenthal wire was attached securely-to the alumina.

core by using an 8" piece of Kenthal wire wound over the. .

other wire and drawn tigr.twith pliers. - About 24" was left

as a lead(see figure 4b). Later on,.these leads were

folded over on themselves and twisted to decrease the

resistance in the leads.

After the Kenthal wire'had been wound on the core a

thin coat of cement was put on over the wires so that~they

were just visible. The inner core was then connected to the

variac and 30 volts were put across the leads and left over

night to dry(see figute 4c). Two layers of firebrick were

used to .keep the inner core off the table.

When the cement was completely dry, the inner core was

placed into the outer case and the bottom cover w~s put on.

Wedges of firebrick were inserted at the top and bottom of

the furnace to keep the inner core in place. Insulation

was then put in, taking care to leave dead airspaces and
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not to pack it too tightly. The top cover was then secured

in place and the leads connected to the terminal poStS6

"
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A piece of firebrick was cut into cylindrical shape

about 1 3/8n in diameter and ~n long. A groove was cut

in its side to accomodate thermocouple Ills leads and a

s8all hole ~n in diameter and 1/16n deep cut in its top

into which the dilatometer fits to keep it from wobbling.

See rigure below: ~

F'(,lJ~E (5)



'-LVDT CONNECTING WIRE HOOKUP

~
Since the leads that were connected to the transformer

core were'too short, additional connecting wires were

soldered to them. Since.t~e connecting wires were not all
of the same color code as.the wires from the transformer

. .

core, the following convention was established.

Plug #1 was inserted in the connecting wires between the

demodulator and the transformer core so that the two could

be easily disconnected(see figure 6). The 'output wires and

connecting wires.to .the millivolt rec'ord~rhave the following

convention:

P\ug It I .

M,(\I\lo(f

Recocder

l \Jor
De"1~.JIc:<.\"(' I

~
L\I 0 r Tr'H"IS ~(Jr \11<?\'

Core.

WIRES FROM LVDT CONNECTING DEMODULATOR PLUG#l
TRANSFORMER CORE WIRES TERI1INAL #s TERMINAL #s

yellowblack yellow #3 #3
yellow-red white yellow #4 #4

red red. #5 #5
blue white brown #6 #6

_ green green #7 #7
black white gray . #8 #8

DEMODULATOR WIRES FROM PLUG #2 CONNECTING WIRES
TERMINAL #s .DEMODULATOR TERMINAL #s TO MILLIVOL RECORDER

#9 white yellow #l. black(common)
#10 white brown #2 green(- unfiltered)
#11 white gray #3 red(+ filtered)



CALIBRATION P~OCEDURE

The millivolt servo-recorder-LVDT system will be cali-

brated by the two methods described below.

CALIBRATION'I

A) Two samples, each 1/8" in diameter and of'different

lengths(approximately between 1/2" and 3/8") will be placed

i~to the dilatome~er separately after all experimental

apparatus has been set-up and ready to perform.

(Note: Ends of samples must be made per~ectly flat in order

that experimenter may be assured that length is uniform.) .

B) Position of millivolt recorder will be recorded in
I

each case.

This procddure allows us to obtain the calibration of

the system, i.e., the change in x~unit length=c~ange in y
millivolts.

CALIBRATION II

A sample of known composition is placed in the dilato-

meter. (1/8" diameter', about 1/2" length) An actual ex-

perimental run is performed and the data obtained is compared

with that of the best known data for that particular compo-

sition. This will therefore allow us to determine the error

of our apparatus.

.(Note:See "Experimental Procedure" for.exact details of

experimental run.)



Each bundle of leads coming from the LVDT demodulator

to'the two female plugs is approximately 6" long. The

connecting wires to the millivolt recorder is approximately

24" long. The connecting wires to the transformer core 1s
. .

approximately 60" long.



The copper slug is then attached to the pushrod as seen in

figure 1. This.assembly is inserted into the furnace and

clamped into place by a rigid external clamping system.

Next, the LVDT demodulator is turned on and the initial

positions of the millivolt recorder and the temperature

recorder are noted..

(Note: The millivolt recorder.may be adjusted to zero milli-

volts 'atthis point in order to have more range. This may

be done by loosening the allen screw on top of the pointer

mechanism and moving the pointer to zero.)

The time proportioning control is preset to a maximum

temperature that the furnace is to obtain.

Simultaneously, the temperature recorder chart irive,

millivolt recorder chart drive, time proportioning con~

troller and variac.are turned on.

(Note: The variac control knob is initially set at zero and

is'then brought up to 120 volts; this 'will avoid a large

current impulse).

This operati~g condition is

temperature is obtained. At thi~

run will be completed.

From the data of calibration I, a known specific change

in mill~volts on the recorder will correspond to a specific. .

change in length.(R~fer to Calibration I). Therefore, from

the recorded data we can establish a one to one correspondence

.between th~ temperature. of .the samp:e and its length at that

temperature~ From this information, a plot of linear thermal

expansion (i.e.~/l, where ~lrepresents the change in length

from the initial to the final temperature and I represents

the length at the initial temperature) in perc~nt may be

~ade versus temperature(figure 8). It is therefore possible

to make a straight line approximation to the curve for a

small tempel'ature interval and obtain the coefficient of

linear expansion for that particular interval.

continued until the final

point the experimental
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APPENDIX A

,"

APPARATUS ~~NUFACTURER'S AND MODEL NUMBER

QUANTITY INSTRUMENT MODEL # MANUFACTURER
1 Variac WIOMT3
1 Millivoltservo E-6701 Est;erlineAngus

Recorder
1 Time Proportioning 715 API Instruments

. Controller
1 Temperature 6704 Esterline Angus

Servo ecorder
1 LVDT DMPS-3 Schaevitz Engineering Co.2 Thermocouple Chromel(+) ---------

Alume1 (-)
1 Millivolt 8686 Leeds and Northrup

Potentiometer
Wire 18 gauge Kenthal
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OPERATION AND CALIBRATION OF A DILAT0l1ETER

By

Siegfried Esslinger

Walter Werner



A dillltO'(lletor is used to me:lSure the coofficient of oxpa..'1sion of

various l!1aterials. The instri.l"11Cnt used in this exporimont ,,,,as orir,inally

desi~n€.d to opporato bet'V!een '77oK to 1000oK, but, because of problEr:r.s

developo.; in s$<Jling the sample from the atmosphere, only the higher'''''''''''' ~ ""~"""'.~"

ential 'T'r:msforr'1er (tVDT) vms used to convert the eA-pansion to an elec-

trical signnl 'Hhich 1<!asr"'''I1?lificd and reco!\.iec1 on a InVracor-cot'. .f;fter

tbe initial problems of tho LVDT -(which will be discm;::;ed lat!l!' ) \"'01'0

solvor? '..re ;m'!'e t:.ble to cp..1ilJrate and convert the millivolt deflection

to inchos of cX'PnTIsion. Ho kApt :'>.T'Ia,ccurate account of the tC:'1peratu1'o



Fir;ure (A) sho"'lfs tl. block diap;ra.:7l of the dilatometcr.

LVDT

_~LVD T y12,1JJ s PeR Mol(
DI LLATC "-,'ITI:/?

"""--.--l'

The volta[o supplied to the oven is controlled by a v~riac \micn

allows us to slo'\>."down or speed up the heatin~ ItS dosired. Orip;inally

the aDpnratus included a tine proportional control, but because of the

high sensitivity of the LVDTit '\'~as of no use.since it co-used considerable

disturQanco in the Millivolt reading. '!he furnace was all010wd to hoat

up continu')usl" at a. p;ivon ra.ta clcterrdned by tho vro-ia.c.

An 3asterline ~ngus trJmperaturo recorder was used to Monitor the

heatin~ rate, but i t ~'ms not used to m3asure the tC:-:1f-Craturo dircctl.:{.



The V-,orplolJou't)ll9 (chro:nelalum.el) 'Has positioned next to the s~HTfple

ra.ther th<l!l ir,sid<3 tho sa:'I1ple as is t.he nature of some dilatoll1cters.

'The LVD'r 't.ms used to measure the expansion. It is compose:1 of a

coil ar'.f.l an iron coro. Since there is very little i.."1for~ation on the

LVDT its oper~tion vas unknovm to us. Through experimentation we clis-

covere1 that in ordor to get a stable non-driftin~ output the core of

the LVGT had to bo posi,tionoo such that its center coincided with tho

centor of t;o co~l. ~J doing this wo increased the s~nsitivity and

decrellsd the instability. It Has also necessa1'Y to stnhUizo the core

inside the coil since it was small enough in diameter to rock. Fy

wrapping t~pe arulli~j the core we were able to prevent the rockin3

and still have the nocessary verticle freoo.oH. ROf,arolcss of our

precausions ue still could not get a drift free reading. Other instru-

Mont.s. e. g. closin?:: doors t heavy footed Indians. and <1ir currents all

effected the roadings. lli'ift 't-TaSalso causoo by the buckinp; dcyico in

the l1:illivolt recorder w'flich had to be r:.djusted to give tho doflection

before each ~tL1'}.

By' kaopinf thing-s tho s~!.~lleas possible for ol1ch rlli'1 v.:Owere able

to get rel:.1tively reproduci'ble runs. The different runs have b,,1~n plotted

on tho grapl1s at the end.



Once tho LVOT1-TaSstabilized to a 1.0~ drift ovor a one half hour

period, we took a sample of aluminum (0.483 inches long) and placod. it

in tbe dilatomoter.. ~.!Cthus used al"l.1P1inur1as our standard. . The c:cpansion

of aluminum recorded by tho deflection of the mv recorder could then bo

related to tho calculated oxpansion.

(l L = Change in length due to e:;ponsion.

L = I.cngth of sample.

.lIT = Change in te~peraturo.

':)( = Coefficient of linoar o).."p.msj.on.

For aluminum: To~"O.°c
20 - 1.00
20 - 200
20.- 300
20 - !-I-OO

20 - 500

He too~< tho Ula ii'n.1J:11doflf)ction B..'1ddi vid.ed it into the mn.:dmu'"'!.

eX!'ansion \or..1.ichgave us the inch equivalent of the millivolt Cl'!DJ1.'7,e.

Provided t.m kept everythin~ the same all drift a..'"1..1f,lass e)..-pa..."lsion W3re

nccounted for by the calibra.tion.

"'Teperformoo boro different hoatine; rate experiments because at lot.r

temperature the sample does not have ti"!le to acclimate to the surrou"1ding

temporatl1ro. TIle results for the sloH run prove to be t:1Ore accurate tha."'1

the fast rtt."l results, Qut the rate toms li~ited by the driftin?, effect

rnlich bocame too appreciable at slow rates.



The results Were:

7

8

A. Fast rlU1~ at 120 volts

9

10 .49~lx 10-5 .0573

-7 -$ I
*

54.55 x 10 ~ .0472 x 10 inches unit deflection

B. ~low runs at 90 volts Inch/!iiY Frror

11

12

-5
.6236x 10 .0465

.6877x 10-5 .0116

-5.7109x 10 .03L8
-7 -7 I67.6 x 10 ~ 4.39 x 10 inches unit deflection

13

From theses va1ue~ we ~~ro able to plot the exransion of steel (fEst~ and r~rr1te

(510'./) and from the slope of the 4 L/1 vs T grarhs we can find the c00-ffici0nts

of ther~~l expansion:

lor steel: ,.>{:

For ferrite:

5
',.C-'3 6 -6 +- -65~x :: : 10. x In - .46 x 10

473 -3 -6 -6
o{: .92 x In : B.O/? x 10 t .65 x 10

723
c~libration was equ~l to .06 inches, which is also a u~it*~aoh division in our

deflection.

Inch/!'iv D:r2r

.5362x 10-5 .0092

.5454x 10-5 .0001

.6026x 10':"5 .0576
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Time on Pr0~rrun: 2:00-2:13 P.".

Ti tIe: Elnsti c \;oduli of Binary Cormositcs

rranklin F. Y. 1'1an<7,Dent. of '.'aterials Sci.cnC0

State TTnivcrsi ty of NewYor~.:at Stony Brook, Stony

Brook, 'Jc'..:Yorl, 1.1790

A theory is ")resented ~lcre to r31ate t'le

t1:c clastic "')ronerti.es of its constittK'nts. l'lC

theory is hased on the variatio:1al anDroac~l ~d-

vanced by lIashin and ShtriJ..J11.:'Ul.Tynes of di~-

arc treated ina statistical m~mler. TIle aqrcc-

ros111 ts such as the l)OrOS .1.:11\12°3' in f1?:O, in

Y~(1_ , in (Jlass , and other !).inaI"" systems ar<~
, )., .

fOt.Dld to he ?ood.

(This work is nartiallv sunr.ortcd by the

National Aeronautics and &lace Administration,

Electronic P.esearch Center, C3J11brid'!,c, /":15<;.

r r t M 7 3 i)l ~ nO~ ),~an ,0. ,). - .)-.0;) .
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Empirical Factors for Calculation of
the Ferroelectric Transition Temperatures of

Tungsten Bronze Type Niobates*

Franklin F. Y. Wan8
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Abst!'<:i.ct-_.~--- -

This present work correlat(s T directly to the ~hemicRlc

compositions of the tungsten bronze type niobates and it

was found that the compositional effect can be additiY~ly

considered.



Recently, Abrahams et al (1968) found a ~uadratic

relationship between T , ferroelectric transitionc

temperature, and 6z, the atomic displacement by the

homopolar metal atom along the polar axis at T«T , inc

many displacive ferroelectrics. Giess et al (1969) found

that for the niobates of the tungsten bronze type, linear

relationships exist betveen T and cia, the lattice para-c

meter axial ratios of the compounds. This present work

correlates T directly to the chemical co~positions ofc ~

the tungsten bronze type niobates and it was found that

the compositional effect can be additively considered.

The approach is based on the lattice dynamical theory

of ferroelectricity. We adopt a one dimensional lattice

of the polyat"mic molecule, follovring Brillouin (1953).

Within each cell of this linear molecule, Nb03 is treated

as a single entity as are the ot~er cations. This is

appropriate because Nb06 octahedra in niobates are linked

through corners and each oxygen is shared between two

octahedra. A wave solution of the atomic displacement is

assumed. The s~uare of the fie~uency w2 is a linear

function of T-T , as shown by Silverman (1964), i.e.,c

(l/A)w2=(T-T) where A is a function of M , the mass ofc r

the r-th Rtom within each cell. The

function D (k) is defined as:
r, s .

(

-ikpD k)=L: C e for ris' and
r,s p prs '

D (k)=- L: C
r,r ps prs

+L: C e-ikp
p prr .

C
prs

is the interaction
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constant on atom r in cell n due to atom s in cell n+p.

Each compound has different A and T values. By assumingc

that w is nearly the same for isostructural compounds, the

compositional correlation should, therefore, exist between

l/A and T .c

For the first approximation, we replace l/A by

1/(E X D 1M) where X is the mole fraction of the cationr r rr r r

in the compound. We assume a linear relationship between

it and T , such asc

1/(E X D 1M )=C T + Dr r rr r c (1 )

From the know~ T values (Giess et aI, 1969; O'Kanec

et al 1968; VanUitert et al 1968) of tungsten bronze type

niobate.s, the general constant C and D and the empirical

factors D for various cations can be obtain~d through arr

series of successive numerical iter~tions. In some cases,

convergeace was not obtained. Arbitrary truncation was

introduced to reduce the ~T between experiment and calculationc

and to maximize the number of niobates with small ~T values.
c

The constants C and D were found to be 1.169 and -4.09,

respectively. The determined empirical factors D i:'orrr

various cations are listed in Table 1. The larger D 1M
. rr r

value has the effect of lowering the Curie point.

Using these factors, the ~T values between experimentc

and calculation for some niobates are listed in Table 2.

A ~T of !15° is conside~ed to be in good agreement.c

clear, from Tabie 2(a), that the same set of empirical fac-

It is

tors will produce good agreement in some compounds and poor

agreement in others. As shown in Table 2(b), the factors for
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K, Ba, Sr, ard La produced fair agreement. Ho..rever, the

factor for Pb was poor, and the combination of Pb and La

produced the worst 6T values.c

probably due to significant local structural dis~ortions

In such cases, it t~

from the cation substitutions.

As shown by Jamieson et al (1968) there are tee

NbO, octahedra in a unit cell of the tungsten brollzec

stl'ucture. Among the octahedra, they can contain up to

ten cations aites. Two Al (or a) sites arc 12-coordinated

cubo-octahedral; fo~r A2 (or S) sites ar~ 9-coordinated

tricapped trigonal prismatic; and four C (or y) sites

are 3-coordinated planar trigor:aJ. Nost of tr.e niobate~

have their Al and A2 sites filled by catio~s. For

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

example, in Ba2]a(~b03)5' ~a ato~s fill the Al sites, pnd

Ba atoms fill the A2 sites. In some of the Li-containing

nioba~es, su~h as K3Li2{Nb03)5' K atoms fill the Al and

A2 sites, and Li fills the C sites. As shown in Table

2(c), this C-sites occupancy of Li produce~ poor agreement

in T values. When the C-site occuDancy of Li is smallerc ~

in proportion, as in the case of xNaBa2(Nt03)5.(1-x)Na3Li2

(Nb03)5 with x=o.8, the agreement becomes good. This
\

illustrates the sensitivity of the empirical factors to

the type of site occupancy. When the factors are applied

to niobates of perovskite structure as in Table 2(d), the

agrce~ent is very poor.

We have BcoJied tje rastors to 34 niob~tes of t~n?3t21'.- . ~

bronze type. He f 0 1.!n d t h 8.t 32. l~1, t i 1 e 0 f the n i 0 bat e ~) h a v e

, ,
i,

..... . i"+".. :".".
".". ".
.. . .

."

'.

.',

-
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16T I of ~lO; 44.1%tile for 515; 76.5~tile for 550; andc

85.3%tilc for ~90. It is therefore conclu.ded thr'.tthese

factors can be considered as operational. They can predict

the Curie point within reasonable range, Bnd they are

sensitive to structural differences. Moreover, they can

be useful in providing, on an arbitrary scale, the interaction

constants between atoms in these niobates.
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Tahle 1

F.mnirical factors mld Constants.

Constants:

C = 1.169
D = -4.09

Empirical Factors:

D j:r
rr ~.

O.OOlS

0.0010

0.00:;0

0.0012

o . 0 0.; 1

0.0018

O.OOCIE;

o . 0(i0:' :;

'.

D
1'1'

Lit 0.058

N t 0.042'a

Kt 0.155
J.

Rbi 0.424

Batt 0.165
,L'

SrlT 0.361

Pbtt 0.374

Latit 9.461

(1\bO)-3 0.106.)
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